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I .  INTRODUCTION 
A basic problem in control theory is that of finding an input which would 
take a given system from a specified initial state to a specified terminal state 
in minimum time. 
Special problems of this type began to receive considerable attention a 
little more than ten years ago, with Hopkin [1], Feldbaum [2], and Bushaw [3], 
among others, making significant contributions. In 1955 a more general 
solution for the case of an nth order linear system subjected to an amplitude 
constraint on the input was given by Bellman, Glicksberg, and Gross [4]. 
One year later, Pontryagin [5] presented some preliminary results concerning 
his maximum principle. Since that time numerous authors have made signi- 
ficant contributions. However, relatively few of these deal directly with the 
problem of determining an explicit control policy for a given system. 
In 1960, Neustadt [6] obtained a differential equation which can be solved 
iteratively to determine an optimal policy for controlling a linear nth order 
system subjected to amplitude constraints on the inputs. His results are 
applicable to a class of problems including the regulator problem in which 
the desired terminal state is the equilibrium position of the system. Later, 
in 1961, Ho [7] presented a method of successive approximations for deter- 
mining an optimal control policy for the linear time-invariant nth order 
regulator problem. 
We will consider the general problem of taking the output of a system 
to a moving target in minimum time from a point of view somewhat similar to 
that taken by LaSalle [8]. For normal systems, which will be defined later, 
an iterative procedure is obtained for finding an optimal control policy. In 
the case of the linear regulator problem, the procedure ssentially reduces 
to that given by Neustadt [6]. A straightforward method for constructing the 
switching surfaces for the time-invariant regulator problem is also provided. 
* This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
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II. FORMULATION 
In general terms the time-optimal control problem can be formulated as 
follows. Let V be a system with input u and output v, with u, and r-vector, 
and v, an n-vector, representing time functions defined for t ~ 0. For 
simplicity it is assumed that v(0) = 0. A control function U[o., ] will be said 
to belong to the constraint set g2[0.t ] if [ u~(z) [ ~ 1, i ~ 1, 2, '", r, O ~ z ~ t, 
and if u~(z) is identically zero outside of the interval [0, t]. A control function 
u will be said to belong to g2 if it belongs to g2[0,t ] for some t. Let St be the set 
in n-dimensional Euclidean space R ~ defined by: 
& = (v(t, ut0,~]) I uL0,~ 1c x~c0,~a} (2.1) 
Here v(t, U[o,t]) is the output of the system at time t given that the control 
function U[o,t ] was applied. We will consider systems for which St has the 
properties: 
(A.1) St is dosed and convex. 
and 
(A.2) I f  a point p belongs to the interior is St,, then there exists a 3 > 0 
such that for 0 ~< ~- ~ 3 p belongs to the interior of St._~. (Note that this 
condition does not imply that St,_~ C St..) 
Let g(t), an n-vector, represent the position of a target in R ~. g(t) is assumed 
to be continuous in t, 0 ~< t < ca. Assume that g(t) belongs to St for some 
finite t. A control function U°[o,to] belonging to ~r0,~0] will be called optimal 
if v(t °, U[o.t01) = g(t °) and if there does not exist a t' < t o such that 
v(t', UF0.v]) ~- g(t') 
for some control function belonging to ~2[o,t, ]. The problem is to find an 
optimal (in the sense just defined) control function. In view of assumptions 
(A.1) and (A.2), at least one optimal control function will exist ifg(t) belongs 
to St for some finite t. Stated in other terms, the problem is to find a control 
function belonging to Q which takes the output of the system to the target 
g(t) in the minimum possible time. 
We will establish necessary conditions for a control function to be optimal, 
which become necessary and sufficient conditions if the sets S t have in 
addition to properties (A.1) and (A.2) the property 
(A.3) All support planes of St are regular, 0 <~ t < % i.e., each support 
plane of S t has a unique contact point with St. 
We begin by establishing some preliminary lemmas and theorems. 
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LEMMA 1. I f  a control function U~o.t, ] is optimal, g(t') belongs to the boundary 
of St,. 
PROOf. Clearly, if v(t', Ulo,t q = g(t'), g(t') belongs to St,. Suppose that 
the control function U[o,~, ] is optimal and that g(t') belongs to the interior 
of St,. Then, by (A.2) there exists a ~ > 0 such that g(t') belongs to the 
interior of St,_~ for 0 ~ ~-~ 3. Thus there exists an e > 0 such 
that an E-neighborhood of g(t'), N,g(t'), belongs to the interior of 
S~ .... (Here we can use the usual Euclidean norm II x II = (~ ~)x/~,) 
Since g(t) is continuous in t there exists a 5' > 0 such that for 0 ~ ~' ~ ~', 
g(t ' - - -c ')  belongs to N,g(t') and hence to the interior of St .... Let 
7 = rain (3, ~'). Then g(t' -- 7) belongs to the interior of St,_e. Thus there 
exists a control function u[0,t,_e] belonging to ~2[0.t,_r] such that 
v(t' --  7, Uto,t,_~] ) = g(t' -- 7) 
which contradicts the hypothesis that Ulo.t, ] is an optimal control function. 
P LEMMA 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for a point p = v(t, u[0.t]) 
to belong to the boundary of St is : 
(P, 7) ---- max (v(t, u[0,t]), 7/) (2.1) 
u[.,t]E~[o,~] 
for some unit vector ~ in R n. 
PROOF. Necessity. Let P(p, ~7) be an (n -  1)-dimensional hyperplane 
which is normal to ~7 and which contains p. Suppose that p does not satisfy 
Eq. (2.1) for any ~7 in R'L Then for each ~ in R ~ there exists at least one point 
q(~) belonging to St for which (q, ,1) > (p, ~/). Thus for each ~ in R ~ there 
exists at least one point q(~) belonging to St which lies on the side of P(p, ~) 
toward which ~ is directed. Consequently there are points of St on both sides 
of every (n --  1)-dimensional hyperplane containing p, and hence no hyper- 
plane containing p is a support plane of St, which implies that p does not 
belong to the boundary of St. 
Sufficiency. Suppose p satisfies Eq. (2.1) for some ~, say ~'. Then there are 
no points of St which lie on the side of P(p, ~f) toward which ~' is directed. 
Hence P(p, ~7') is a support plane of St which contains p which implies that p 
belongs to the boundary of St. 
A necessary condition for a solution to our problem to exist is that g(t) 
belong to St for some finite t. Let t o be the smallest ime such thatg(t) belongs 
to St. Then, in view of Lemma 1, g(t °) belongs to the boundary of St0. Thus 
from Lemma 2 we have immediately 
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THEOREM 1. A necessary condition for a control function U~o,to ] to be optimal 
is 
(v(t o, o u[o,,o]), ~) = max (v( t°, UEo,t°]), ~1) (2.2) 
for some unit vector ~1 in R% 
r . t ¢ On observing that if Uro.,0 ] satisfies Eq. (2.2) for some ~7, say ~7, v( t°, u[o, to]) 
is on the boundary of Sto at a point where ~7' is an outward normaP of Sto, 
we can obtain a somewhat stronger condition which becomes both necessary 
and sufficient if S~ has in addition to properties (A.1) and (A.2), the property. 
(A.3) All support planes of St are regular, 0 ~< t < o~. 
THEOREM 2. A necessary condition for a control function U~o,o ] to be optimal 
is 
(~(t °, u~0,~ol), 7°) = max (v(t o, UEo,t01) ' o )  (2.3) 
uEo,~o]e~[.,~o ] 
where 7 ° is an outward normal of S~o at g(t°). 
0 PROOF. Suppose that U[o,to ] satisfies the condition in Eq. (2.2) for some 
~7 that is not an outward normal of S~o at g(t°), then v(t °, U~o,to]) is on the 
boundary of Sto at a point where 7 ° is not an outward normal of Sto. Therefore, 
since g(t °) belongs to the boundary of Sto at a point where Vo is an outward 
normal, v(t °, U~o,to ] :/:g(t°), which contradicts the hypothesis that u~0,to ] is 
optimal. 
COROLLARY. The condition in Eq. (2.3) is both necessary and sufficient 
for a control function to be optimal if: ( A.3 ) All support planes of St are regular, 
0~t<oo.  
PROOE. If  all support planes of St are regular there is only one point on 
o satisfies the boundary of So at which vo is an outward normal. Thus if U[o,o ] 
0 Eq. (2.3), v(t °, U[o,,o]) is on the boundary of Sto at the point where 7?o is an 
outward normal and hence v(t °, u~0.t0]) = g(t°). 
I I I .  APPLICATION TO TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL OF LINEAR SYSTEMS 
We will apply Theorem 2 and its corollary to the general time-optimal 
control problem considered by LaSalle in [8]. We are given a system whose 
1 We will say that y is an outward normal  of St at a point p if 7/is normal  to a support  
plane P(p, ~/) of St with contact point p and ~ is directed to the side of P(p, 7) which 
contains no points of S~. 
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state vector at any time t ~ 0 is determined by a differential equation of the 
form: 
dx(t)/dt = A(t)  x(t) + B(t)  u(t) x(O) = x o (3.1) 
Here x is an n-dimensional vector function, A is an n × n matrix function, 
B is an n X r matrix function, and u is an r-dimensional vector control 
function, d(t)  and B(t) are assumed continuous, 0 ~ t < ~o. The state 
x(t, ur0,t]) of the system at time t is then given by 
~(t, UEo.~9 = x(t)~o + x(t) Yo r(~) ~(~) dr (3.2) 
Here X(t )  is the matrix solution of dX(t)/dt = _d(t)X(t),  X(0)= 1, and 
Y(t)  = X- l ( t )B ( t ) .  The control function UE0,t I is assumed to belong to the 
constraint set /2[o,t ] defined in Section II. Let z(t) be continuous in t,. 
0 ~ t < ~o and represent the position of a particle in R ~. The problem is to 
find a control function U~o,t ] belonging to ~ such that x(t, U~o,t]) = z(t) for 
the smallest possible t. In the notation of the previous section we can write 
t 
v(t, UEo,,l) = f r(r) u(~) & 
0 
The position of the "target," g(t), is now given by 
(3.3) 
g(t) = X- l ( t )  z(t) - -  x o (3.4)' 
Clearly g(t) is continuous ince both terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.4) 
are continuous, 0 ~ t < co. LaSalle [8] has shown that the sets St defined by 
&=lftoY(~)u(r)dr u[0,t]~ ~[0.,]I (3.5) 
satisfy assumptions (A.1) and (A.2). Thus, from Theorem 2, a necessary 
condition for a control function u~o,to ] to be optimal is: 
4o 
= max f (u(~), Y'(r) T °) dr (3.6) 
u[o,t0]e~[o,t0] o
Here Y'(r) denotes the transpose of the matrix Y(r) and as before, t o is the 
smallest ime for which g(t) ~ S t and ~/o is an outward normal of Sto at g(t°). 
Clearly, Eq. (3.6) can be satisfied if and only if u° ( r )= sgn Y'(r)~/o, 
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0 ~ r ~< t °. (For r-dimensional vectors a and b, a = sgn b means ai = sgn b~, 
i = 1, 2, "", r where sgn b i = + 1 if bi > 0, --  1 if bi < 0 and is undeter- 
mined if bi = 0.) We will use the notation u~(r) = sgn Y'(-r) 7- Following 
LaSalle [8] the system described in Eq. (3.1) will be called normal if for 
each j = 1, 2, -", r, the functions y[, y~, ..., y~ are linearly (functionally) 
independent on each interval of positive length. Here y~ denotes the ith 
component of the jth column vector of Y(~-). Thus, for normal systems, no 
component of Y'(~-) 7/ is identically zero over an interval of finite length. 
Consequently, for normal system, ~?0 determines u~0(r) almost everywhere 
and hence determines J~o Y(T)u,~o(r) dr uniquely. Thus for normal systems, 
the condition in Eq. (3.6) is both necessary and sufficient for a control func- 
U 
tion U~o, t0 ] to be optimal. 
At this point it is worthwhile to note that normal systems atisfy (A.3). 
Suppose they did not. Then for some t, 0 ~< t < oo there would exist a 
support plane of St which would contact St in at least two distinct points. 
Hence for some ~ in R * 
max (SoY('r) u(r)d'r,V) 
uE0.,]~r]E,.q 
. 
does not determine f Y(r)u(r)d~- uniquely. Since each component of 
un(r ) = sgn Y'(r) ~ ca ° change sign only a finite number of times on a 
finite interval, this implies that there exists a finite interval It', t '  + ~] in 
[0, t] on which at least one component of Y'(~-) ~ is identically zero. This 
contradicts the hypothesis that the system is normal. 
The fact that all support planes of St are regular for normal systems can be 
established irectly in a straightforward but somewhat edious manner. 
IV .  AN ITERATIVE SOLUTION 
Much of the material in this section is valid for systems atisfying (A.1) 
and (A.2) only; however in the interest of simplicity we will restrict ourselves 
at this point to systems atisfying (A.1), (A.2), and (A,3). For systems atis- 
fying (A.1), (a.2), and (A.3) we see from Theorem 2 and its corollary that a 
knowledge of t °, the minimum time for which St c~ g(t) is not empty, and an 
T °, an outward normal of S~o at g(t°), reduces the problem to one of maxi- 
mizing the scalar product in Eq. (2.3) over the control functions Uco,t0 ] 
belonging to g?[0.*0]- We now make some observations which can be useful 
in determining an T ° and t °. 
For each t />  0 denote the (n --  1)-dimensional hyperplane passing through 
g(t) normal to a unit vector ~/by P(g(t), ~7). Let us make the specification of a 
hyperplane which contains no interior points of S, unique by taking ~/ to 
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be the normal to P(g(t), "q) directed to the side of P(g(t), ~1) which contains 
no points of S,. Let T(g(.), ~) be the smallest ime for which P(g(t), ~1) n St 
is not empty. 
OBSERVATION 1. 
T(g(.), ~) ~ t o forall  ~ eR  ~. 
The validity of this observation is demonstrated immediately since g(t) 
belongs to P(g(t), ~) for all t and all ~ ~ R% Note in particular that 
T(g(t°), ~1) <~ t° for all ~/• R% 
OBSERVATION 2. For each t' < t o we can construct at least one hyperplane 
containing (t') which contains no points of St,. 
This observation is an immediate consequence of the separation theorem 
for convex sets and the fact that for each t' < t °, g(t') does not belong to St,. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that t~ < t °. Let 71~+1 be a unit vector such that 
P(g(t,m), ~b~+x) c~ St  is empty. Let t,~+l be the smallest t >/t~ for which 
P(g(t), ~?~+1) c~ St is not empty. Then t~+ 1<~ t °. 
PROOF. t~+ 1 is the first time after t,~ for which P(g(t), ~1~+1) c~ S t is not 
empty, t o is the first time (also after t~) for which g(t) c~ St is not empty. 
For each t and ~, g(t) ~ P(g(t), ~), hence t~+ 1 ~< t °. 
Note that at time t o all hyperplanes passing through g(t) contain at least 
one point of St, namely g(t°). In fact, if ~' is not an outward normal of So 
at g(t°), P(g(t°), ~7') is not a support plane of S~0 but contains a point (g(t°)) of 
So and hence must contain interior points of S~0. 
Let us define v(t, ~) by 
(~, v(t, ~)) = max (~, v(t, uE0.tl) ) (4.1) 
u[.,q~[o,q 
For systems atisfying (A.1), (A.2), and (A.3), Eq. (4.1) defines v(t, ~) uni- 
quely. 
Basically, the iterative procedure which is described is a method of con- 
structing a sequence {P(g(t~), ~/~)} of support planes of St  which contain 
g(t~) and contact S t  at v(t~, ~)  and in which {t~} is a monotonic non- 
decreasing sequence converging to t o . We will show that this implies that 
II g(t~) - v(t~, ~,~) II converges to zero. The procedure is applicable to any 
system satisfying (A.1), (A.2), and (A.3); however, it may be impractical. 
We will describe it only for normal linear systems [which we have shown 
satisfy (A.3)] where it takes a particularly simple form. 
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In the following we restrict ourselves to normal linear systems and show 
how such a sequence of support planes can be constructed. 
By Eq. (3.3), for all t, f t  Y(~-) %(~-) dr is a vector whose tip is on the bound- 
. 0 . . . . .  
ary of St at a point where flxs an outward normal. Thus it is consastent wxth 
Eq. (4.1) to put v(t, fl) = fo Y(~) u,l('r) d-r. For some t~ < t o let P(g(t~), ~1~) 
be a support plane of St, ~ which passes through g(tm). The contact point of 
S t  and P(g(tm) , fl~) belongs to the boundary of St~ at a point where ~7~ !s an 
outward normal and hence is v(t~, ~1~). Suppose we can construct a hyper- 
plane P(g(t,~), ~+1) such that P(g(t~), ~7~+1)c~ S%~ is empty. Let t~+ 1 be 
the smallest t ~ t~ for which P(g(t), 71~+1 ) c~ St is not empty. Then 
P(g(t~+l), fl~+l) is a support plane of S,+.  The contact point of St~,+~ and 
P(g(t~+l), fl~+l) belongs to the boundary of S%~+a at a point where ~7~+1 is an 
outward normal and hence is v(t~n+l , fl~+l). The time t,~+l can be readily 
determined. Let E(t, 71) = g( t ) -  v(t, ~). Then t~,,+~ is the first t ~ t,~ for 
which (E(t, ~+1), ~+1) = 0, i.e., if (E(t, ~,~+1), ~+1) = 0, v(t, ~+1) 
belongs to P(g(t), ~.,~+~). 
The problem is now reduced to the following: Given a support plane 
P(g(t,~), ~1,~) of S t  with contact point v(t~, ~7~) construct a hyperplane 
P(g(t~), ~/,~+1) whose intersection with S t  is empty. Conceptually, we need 
to "back" the hyperplane P(g(t~), ~)  away from the contact point v(t~, ~1~). 
(See Fig. 1.) This can be done by choosing 
~7..+~ = [~.~ q- k~E(t~, ~.~)]/l[ ~ + k.~E(t~, ~.~) I] k~ > 0 (4.2) 
However, if k~ is chosen too large, P(g(t.~), V~+l) will contain points of St,; 
(See P(g(t~), V'+a) in Fig. 1.) A k~ > 0 will be called admissible if 
g(o) - - - . .  , ~+1 . - /  
~ .  \ ~ , .~ . - - -~  Increosing k~ 
~ " ~ ,  / ' / "  \ ;~m+l  '" 
"k  m admissible ,' . - ( ' FL , -%/  '  
\k~n inadmissible f '~ / "  \ . . . . .  I ~ 
FIG. 1. Construction of admissible hyperplane. 
P(g(t~), ~,~+1) contains no points of St m. Note that for each [I E(t~, ~.~+1) I I > 0 
k.~ is admissible if 
(e(t~, ~+1), ~,~+~) > o 
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and is inadmissible if
(E(t~, ~+1), ~+1) < 0 
We will demonstrate below that for every E > 0 there exists a 
K(E) > 0, such that k,~ = K(e)/2 II E(t~, ~)  /I is admissible for every 
II E(t~, "q~) I1 >~ 2e. 
Suppose that I I E(t . . . .  ) I I = 2d,~ >~ 2~ > 0, Let P(g(t~), ~)  be a support 
plane of S% which contacts St,, at v(t~, ~).  Letp be a point on the boundary 
of S t  whose distance from v(t~, ~,~) is >~ ¢ > 0, i.e., 
II ~(t,., ~)  -p  II >~. > 0 
Then, since all support planes of St are regular for normal systems, there 
exists a 8(e, t~, ~ ,  p) > 0 such that d(P(g(t~,), ~?~), ~?~), the distance between 
P(g(t~), ~)  and p is equal to or greater than 8(e, t~, ~ ,  p). (If this were not 
the case P(g(t~), ~)  would contact S~ at two distinct points v(t~, ~)  and 
p and hence would not be regular.) Let F(e, v(t,~, 7/~,)) be a cone of radius e- 
whose axis is parallel to ~m and passes through v(t~, ~,~,). Let 
8(e) = min S(e, t, ~/~, p) 
~m~,  te[0,t °] 
p~a~n[vnS~l ° 
Then any point on the boundary of S~ whose distance from v(t~, ~1~) is equal' 
to or more than d~ lies at a distance equal to or more than 8(e) > 0 from 
P(g(t~), 71~ ). Note that as a result of the convexity of the sets St any point: 
belonging to S t  whose distance from v(t,~, 77~) is equal to or more than 
d~ >~ e lies at a distance p~ >~ dmS(~)/e = K(e) d~ > 0 from P(g(t,~, ~l,m)" 
Construct asemi-infinite cyl inder/ '~ of radius dm= I I E(t~, ~1~) [I/2 whose 
E(t m , ~rn)- 7 
e~ ~ -g/trn) 
Pm = K(e)d m "r/rn + I 
. - -P ro / ,  , . 
/ , m,.VN.X - - - ' -<< '"'+Y 
P[oI'm', 
/ 
/ / /"r,, . . . .  
Fro. 2. Existence of admissible k,n. 
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:axis passes through v(t~, n~) normal to P(g(t,, ~)  and no points of which lie 
on the side of P(g(t~, ~)  toward which %~ is directed. (See Fig. 2, which 
may be considered a projection of S G on the plane defined by ~ and 
E(t~, ~7~)-) Then all points on S~,, whose distance from v(t,~, ~7~) is ~< d~ 
belong to /'~. Next, construct a cone C.2~ with vertex at v(G, ~)  in such a 
manner that if a point p belongs to C ' ,  then 
p = v(G, ~)  + ~ a& 
/=1 
where ai >/0 and the 0~ are unit vectors such that (~/~, 0~)~<-  K(e), 
i ~ 1, 2, "", n. Then, any point belonging to $4, whose distance from v(t,~, ~7~) 
is equal to or more than d~ belongs to C~. Thus all points of St,, belong to 
F~ w C~. Construct a new cone C~,~ by displacing C~ a distance K(e) d~ = p~ 
in the ~ direction. Then C~ D C,~ w F,,~ and hence S~ C C~. By construc- 
tion d(g(t~), Cm), the distance between g(t~) and C~, is equal to or more than 
K(e) d~,/[1 -}- K2(~)]1/~ = K'@) d,~. Let ~1,~+1 be the outward normal of C~ 
which passes through g(t~). Let P(g(tm) , 7/~+1 ) be the hyperplane which passes 
through g(t~) and is normal to ~1~+1. Then d(S%, P(g(t~), ~+1), the distance 
between S~ and P(g(t~), %~+1) is equal to or greater than K'(e) d~. 
From the geometry of Fig. 2 it can be shown that 
[~ + K(~) E(t~, ~)/2 II E(t~, ~7~) II] (4.3) 
'Thus for every [[ E(t~, ~7~) 11 /> 2e we have a simple method of constructing a 
hyperplane whose distance from St is equal to or more than 
K'(¢) II E(t~, ~7,~)11/2 
We can now obtain a lower bound on t~+l --  t~ for all l[ E(t~, ~,~) I I >/2~. 
Let ~+1 be defined by Eq. (4.3) and let t~+ 1be the smallest  > t~ for which 
-(E(t, ~+1), ~+1) = 0, i.e., the smallest > t~ for which St n P(g(t), n~+x) 
is not empty. Let 
%(t °) : sup r l ~(t, ,7) l[ 
n ~Rn, t~[0, t°] 
and 
s~(t °) sup I Ig(t) l] 
t~[0,t °] 
%(t °) is bounded because of (3.3), (4.1), and the bounds on u(r). We now 
assume that s~(l °) is also bounded. This would be true for example if z(t) 
were the trajectory of a dynamical system subject o a bounded input. 
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LEMMA 4. For every I I E(t~,, 71~ ) [I >/2e > 0 
t~+~ -- t~ >~ K'(~) II e(t~, ~,~) 11/2[s~(t °) + so(t°)] 
PROOF. The proof of this lemma is immediate since [s,(t °) + sg(t°)] is an 
upper bound on the rate at which the distance between St and a hyperplane 
passing through g(t) can decrease, 0 ~ t ~< t°, and the distance between 
S ,  and P(g(t~), ~7~) is equal to or greater than K'(~7) II e(t,~, ~,~)11/2. 
We can now prove 
THEOREM 4. Let t o be the smallest for which St c~ g(t) is not empty. Let 
~h =g(O)/[[g(O) I[ and let ~7~+1 be determined by Eq. (4.3), m = 1, 2, "". 
Then, for every E > 0 there exists a finite number N such that 
II E(tN, ~N) II ~< 2E 
PROOF. From Lemma 4 we know that for every I[ E(t,~, %~)II >/2e, 
t~+i --  t~ is equal to or more than K'(e)/[sg(t °) @ s~(t°)] = c > 0. Suppose 
that II E(t~, ~,~) [[ >~ 2e for all m. Then t,~+i -- t~ >/c for all m and hence 
t~ >/inc. Thus there exists a finite number N such that t N >~ Nc > t °, 
which, in view of Lemma 3, is a contradiction. 
The procedure described above should probably not be used in practice 
because of the difficulty in obtaining a good lower bound on K(e). The 
following iterative procedure is suggested. 
Let ~7i ---- g(O)/[] g(O) 11. Define K~ by K~+I = K~/2, p = 1, 2, ""; K o = 1 
Step A. Let 
[~1,, + K~E(t,,  ~)/11E(t~, ~)  II] 
~+1 -- I [ [~  + K,E(t~, ~)/11E(t~, ~?~)ll]11 (4.4) 
Check to see that (E(t,, ~+1), ~/,~+~) > 0. I f  it is not, go to Step B. If it is, 
solve for t~+ 1and E(t~+i , ~/~+i) and repeat step A. 
Step B. Replace K~ by K~+ i = K,  I2 and repeat Step A. This procedure 
can be continued until I I E(t~, ~)  II is as small as desired. 
A note on a possible procedure for generating the error function 
E(t, ~) = g(t) -- v(t, 7) is now in order. Recall that 
t 
v(t, ~) = f Y(~) ~(, )  d~ 
o 
where 
u~(T) = sgn Y'(~-) ~/ = B'(~-) X'-x(~ -) ~1 
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The vector function X'-10-)7/ is the solution to the differential equation 
z(t) = -- A'(t)z(t)  z(0) ---- V (4.5) 
which is the adjoint of the system in Eq. (3.1). (See Desoer [9]). Thus the 
functions un(-r), v(t, ~7), and E(t, ~7) can be obtained readily with the aid of an 
analog computer. 
V. INTERCEPTING A TARGET ON A SUBSPACE 
In some cases it is not required that the system state agree with the target 
state in all coordinates, e.g., it may only be required that the system state and 
target state agree in position and velocity. More generally, it may be required 
that a linear function of the system state agree with a linear function of the 
target state. We consider the following problem: Let x, X(t), Y(t), and z(t) 
be defined in Section i I  and let H be an s x n constant matrix of rank s. 
Find the control function u[o.t ] belonging to Y2 such that 
Hz(t*) Hx(t*, UEo~,~) H [x(t*)~o + x(t*) f~* = = o Y('~) u(.~) d~-j ] (5.1) 
for the smallest possible t*. 
In terms of the notation of Section I I I  we can write 
v(t, U/o,t]) = HX(t )  Jo YO') uO') dr (5.2) 
and 
g(t) = H[z(t) -- X(t)Xo] (5.3) 
Note that v(t, u[0,~]) and g(t) are now s-vectors. It can be shown that for 
normal systems (as defined in Section I I I )  the sets St defined by 
& = {v(t, UEo.,l) I ur0,~l ~ ~gEo,,l} (5.4) 
satisfy the conditions (A. 1), (A.2), and (A.3) of Section II. Thus, from Theo- 
rem 2 and its corollary we have as a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
control function u°[0.t], to be optimal 
t o 
U[o.t ]), ~7 °) = max 
u[o,to]e~[o.,~] 0 
~o 
-~ max f (u('r), Y'(T) X'(t  °) H'rl° ) d-r, 
U[o to]~[..~o] o 
(5.5) 
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a condit ion which is satisfied if and only if 
u°(r) -- sgn Y'(r)  X ' ( t  °) H'fl ° 0 ~ r ~ t o (5.6) 
Here, as before, t o is the smallest for which g(t) belongs to S t and 7 o is an 
outward normal of St, at g(t°). 
Let  us use the notation 
u~.+(r) = sgn Y'(r)  X'(~) H '  7 (5.7) 
and 
~(t, 7, +) = ~x( t )  f'0 r(~) u,,.+(~) ~ (5.8) 
In order to find an opt imal control function the iterative procedure of Sec- 
t ion IV must  be modif ied slightly. In Section IV we made use of the fact 
that v(t, 7) was on the boundary  of St at a point where 7 was an outward 
normal. Here, v(t, 7, ~) is not necessarily on the boundary of St at a point 
where 7 is an outward normal. 
We know that 
(7, ~(t, 7, ~)) = max f (HX(~) Y(-~) u(-,), 7) dr 
UE0,t]e~[0,q o 
f (~(~), Y'(~) x'(t)  x,-i(t _ ~) H'7) max dr 
u[o.t]~Q[o.+] o 
f (HX(t )  Y(r)  u(r), ¢7(t -- ~)) dr (5.9) max 
uEo,t]EZa[o,q o 
where ~(t - -  ~) = H' fX ' - I ( t - -  ~) H '  7 (Here H '¢  is the pseudo inverse of H') .  
Consequently, v(t, 7, ~:)/I] ~(t - -  ~) [I belongs to the boundary of St at a point 
where ~(t - -  ~)/[] ~(t - -  s e) ]1 = ~*(t - -  ~) is an outward normal. 
Define 
1 z_  1 ! ~,~ = H tX  (t+,+ --  t,+_l) H'~+,/[I H'tX' - l ( t~,  --  t~_l) H %+ ll (5.10) 
and 
Era(t,  7*m) = g( t )  - -  V(t ,  t in_l ,  7m) / ] l~( t  - -  t+n_l) II. (5.11)  
Note that at t ime t~_ 1 v(t, t~_l, 7+n)/ll ¢1( t - t~- l )  II is on the boundary of St 
at a point where 7* is an outward normal and also that 
v(t, t.._l, n.)/l[ ¢7(t - t,~_l) II 
belongs to a hyperplane P(g(t), 7*) passing throughg(t )  normal to ~*(t - -  t.+_t) 
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when (E,,~(t, ~7"), ~*(t - -  t~_l) = 0. Consequently the iterative procedure of 
Section IV can be used to find an optimal control function if the definition 
of ~7~+1 given in Eq. (4.4) is replaced by 
~( tg  - -  t~_l) -~- K~E~,(t~, ~)/11 E~(t~, .,1")El 
* t  ~+~ 11 ~(  ,~ - t_~) + K E (%,  7")111 ~( t ,  ~Z) 11 II (5.12) 
and t~+ 1is defined to be the smallest  > t~ for which 
(E~(t, * ~* ~) ,  - -  O .  ( t  t.~_l)) = 
VI. SWITCHING SURFACES 
In order to avoid time varying switching surfaces we restrict ourselves to 
the time-invariant regulator problem, i.e., to systems which can be described 
by a differential equation of the form 
dx/dt = Ax + Bu x(O) = x o (6.1) 
and for which the desired terminal state is x = 0. Here A is an n × n constant 
matrix, B is an n × r constant matrix, x is an n-vector, and u is an r-dimen- 
sional vector function. We assume that the control function uc0,~ ] belongs to 
the constraint set Dr0,t J defined in Section I I .  
Note that the sets St defined by 
& = l f2 e-A~Bu(~-) d-~ UEo,~] ~ Q[o,tjl (6.2) 
have the property that St C S~+~ for r />  O. 
~(t)-h I "" / "" 
x(t) 
' " " "  x(t)' 
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Denote the ith column vector of B by b~, i = 1, 2, " ' ,  r. For a given 
i and t, consider the effect of ui(t) = q- 1 and u~(t) = - -  1 on the direction 
of the trajectory of x(t) in state space (See Fig. 3) when all other components 
of u(t) assume their optimal values. Let de(t)+i = Ax(t) q- Bu(t)+~ where u(t)+i 
means u,(t) = + 1 and all other components of u(t) assume their optimal 
values. Define ~(t) -~ in a similar manner. Then de(t) +~-  de(t) i=  2bi. 
Figure 3 shows the set Sto_, and a point x(t) on the boundary of Sto_t. Clearly, 
if the control function ui(t) is to be optimal it must drive x(t) inside the set 
So_t as rapidly as possible. Thus, if b i is directed to the interior of Sto-t at 
x(t), u~(t) = + 1 is optimal and if b~ is directed to the outside of Sto_t at 
x(t) ui(t) = - -  1 is optimal. Hence the only time u~(t) can change sign is 
when b, is tangent o a support plane of Sto_t at x(t), or equivalently, when bi, 
is perpendicular to an outward normal of Sto_t at x(t). We know that 
T 
v(-~, 7) = f e-A~Bu,,(~) d~ 
0 
(6.3} 
is always on the boundary of S~ at a point where ~1 is an outward normal. 
For normal systems, the point v(.r, 7) is uniquely defined. Thus the: 
trajectories v(~-, 7 (o) where (~/(i), b~) = 0 lie entirelY in the switching surface 
for the ith component of u(t) 0 ~< ~- < co. It  can be shown that for normal 
systems the set S~ defined by 
s~ = {~(., 7) I (7, b~) = o , .  e [o, T]} (6.4), 
is a hypersurface which divides S T into two parts and is the switching surface 
for the ith component of u(t) for all initial states which can be reduced to 
the origin in time t o ~ T. Thus a simple procedure for constructing the 
switching surfaces has been provided. 
A few comments on the switching surfaces are now in order. Note that i f  
some of the eigenvalues of A have positive real parts there will exist initial 
states such that St C - -  x 0 is empty for all t and hence initial states which 
cannot be reduced to zero using control functions belonging to the constraint 
set D. For proper systems (see LaSalle [8]) that are not normal it is possible 
to have a component of B'e-A't 7 identically zero over an interval of positive 
length for some unit vector 7 ~ R% hence u,(~-) and v(t, 7) are not uniquely 
defined. A little reflection will show that an optimal switching surface can be 
obtained for such systems by choosing some a, - -  1 ~< a ~ @ 1 and defining 
un(t) = sgna B'e-A't~7 (6.5) 
where the ith component of sgn a B'e n,t is equal to a if the ith component of 
B'e -A't is zero and otherwise is defined as in Section I I I .  
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